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Subject: Flashback! ‘Rethink jail, some urge’, by Vicki Hyatt, the mountaineer,  Mar 14, 2021.

Flashback!  Vicki Hyatt, Liberal Hack Writer for the mountaineer wrote this piece back in March of 2021. 
She was covering a gathering of Down Home people protesting against the New Jail.  This article is now
relevant on so many levels, it will be difficult to equate and connect the dots with all of them.  Here is the
article -

https://www.themountaineer.com/news/rethink-jail-some-urge/article_ef19b944-7e01-11eb-acb7-8bda0c
5294f1.html

The mountaineer will most likely ask for a contribution for reading this article, to keep their newspaper
afloat.  That will present a barrier to about 75% of the people right off the bat.

In this article, a small, but vocal group of people, associated with Down Home North Carolina, gathered in
the parking lot of the old hospital.  Notables included:

• Jesse-lee Dunlap,
• Gary and Lucia Lund,
• Down Home leader Tracy Mann,
• Flemming Sanders, a Down Home member,
• Chelsea White-Hoglen, a.k.a. Chelsea White,
• Joey Reece, on the other end of the spectrum.

Vicki Hyatt took photos of the event, but two that were relevant were of Chelsea White-Hoglen, with her
one year old boy, Noble.

Wait a minute!  Dot’s don’t connect!

Is this the same Chelsea White who confronted people at the Dunkin Doughnuts parking lot on 8/24/2023,
yelling to folks that they were bigots, racists and fascists?  See on www.haywoodtp.net 

Mystery Blueberry Pie Dunkin Doughnuts Parking Lot Woman. Chelsea White. 9/6/2023...

https://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/230906MysteryBlueBerryPieWoman.pdf
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She yelled at one of the folks:

• This woman, and she does appear to be a woman by her shapely hips (not a guy), announced that she had
a three (3) year old daughter, that her mother would never see, because of her mother’s abuse to her.

Three year old daughter?  Wait, how can that be?  The photos in the Vicki Hyatt article shows what appears
to be her one year old (at the time) son, Noble, which would make him about three (3) years old now.  Why
is Chelsea White referring to Noble as her daughter?

One of the mysteries of life, I suppose.

Monroe A. Miller, Jr.
Haywood County Taxpayer.
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